WELCOME
Booking with Lisa Gill Fine Art Weddings doesn’t
just start on the Big Day, you can rely on us to be
there if you need us at any point from the moment
you first chat to us and book. If you want us to,
we’ll visit venues with you, bring you into the
studio to look at albums and to keep us up to
speed with your plans. We’ll send emails or give
you a call every now and again, just to check
everything is going well.
We like to get know our brides and grooms so that
on the day you are looking forward to us arriving.
You get the benefit of a professional photography
team but you feel like you’ve known us forever.
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WE

H

WEDDINGS!

i, I’m Maddy and I look after the website at Lisa
Gill Fine Art Weddings. We are a team of lovely
ladies and we love hearing your stories! The

journey with our brides and grooms isn’t just about the Big
Day, it might be 2 years until your day and we are there in the
background from the moment you first pick up the phone to
us. When you first call be prepared to fill us in on all the little
details you have planned as we love everything ‘Wedding’!
Jules and Lisa like to get out and about and meet our lovely
brides, so we’ll often send them off for a nice day out and a
coffee with our lovely clients.
Over time, whilst you are pulling

too after all that planning. On the

things together at your end,

day Katy, Lucy and Lisa make a

we’re always here for a chat, we

fab team, they are experienced

have a lot of people we know and

and relaxed and it shows, all of

trust so if you are struggling to

our brides and grooms enjoying

find a particular supplier, just

having us there as part of the day

pick up the phone. In the past

as much as they like the pictures

Jules has organised a bride’s

afterwards. In short, this isn’t

flowers, hair and make-up and

about us just being there for one

even babysitters! Nothing is

day in your life, this is about a

too much trouble. As the date

lovely, all female team that is

draws nearer, you will get the

there if you need us throughout

odd ‘hope everything is going

the whole experience, so much

well’ email and you might even

so that many of our brides

get a personal gift or two from

become our friends too. Oh

us, something special, chosen

and you also get some amazing

just for you - we want to make

pictures!

sure that you get some treats
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STOKE PARK 2014

HARRIET & JOHN
Harriet and John’s big day at Stoke Park this June was

just before their wedding breakfast, bouncing away on

beautiful, elegant and unique. Although slightly cloudy

golf buggies was great fun and allowed the couple a little

in the morning, by afternoon the sun was shining all over

bit of time together before the evening festivities started.

the gorgeous Stoke Park – a photographers dream! The

As well as getting lots of lovely photos of the Bride and

ceremony was beautiful, held in the lovely light and airy

Groom I think that it is so important to get beautiful

ballroom. We really love the mirrors in this room as it

photos of the whole wedding party too - your wedding

meant even those at the back could see the enormous

day goes by in a flash and we want the bride and groom to

smiles on the soon to be newly wed’s faces as they

have beautiful photos of all the lovely celebrations they

said their vows. Harriet is a graphic designer and all of

have carefully planned and organised too! Katy and I had

the details at the reception were designed by Harriet

a brilliant time on the dance floor with the guests and I

herself including the beautiful slate place settings and a

think I can speak for everyone there that a fantastic day

gorgeous glass frame filled with wooden hearts. We loved

and night was had by all. Thank you so much Harriet and

whisking Harriet and John away for some photographs

John for choosing us to be a part of it!
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“

Lisa you and your team are amazing. You felt like part of the wedding party
right from the start. Gorgeous pictures but without the formalities! Would
recommend you to anyone in a heartbeat and we both want to thank
you so very much for working tirelessly on the day to make sure you
captured every aspect. We can’t wait to see all the final photographs!
Harriet & John xxx

“
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STOKE PLACE 2014

“

I know i’ve said it already, but it was in a bit of a fuzz of excitement!

So just wanted to properly say – the photos i’ve seen so far are amazing!!!

We absolutely love them, they are stunning. And we loved having you with us
on the day – absolutely would not have felt right it being anyone else at all.
You ladies are fabulous and fitted in with us and our craziness just perfectly!
Massive massive thank you, Nellie & Jamie xxxxx
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“
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What to expect:

THE BIG DAY
Usually the day for us starts quite a few hours before your ceremony. We meet at the studio and
get all our kit together. Our checklist covers everything from umbrellas, gaffa tape and stepladders
to some amazing lighting systems, top of the range cameras and a whole range of lenses. We even
pack pins for your button holes, sewing kits, emergency chocolate and headache pills. Our brides
have needed all sorts over the years, so now we bring them with us.
One of us heads to see the Groom and his mates, wherever

Another member of the team will be off to the Bride.

they are meeting, or to whichever pub they are visiting to

We like to arrive 2 hours before the ceremony, in time for

calm the nerves. We are very aware many Grooms are just

hair and makeup, so we can blend into the background

a little nervous at this point, so we won’t get in the way,

and just capture those precious moments when the bride

but some natural shots of the Groom with his Best Man are

is surrounded by her closest family and friends.

really great to capture and nice for a bride to be able to see
afterwards.
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D

uring the ceremony

During the speeches we’ll be

one of us likes to be

there, one of us can focus on the

at the front to the side

speakers and the top table, the

to capture the you both during the

other spends their time capturing

ceremony. One of us will stay at the

the reactions of your guests, from

back and be there getting the big

the sidelines, so they don’t even

wide shots showing your amazing

realise what we are up to and

venue or church and you walking

you can fill your album with really

down the aisle.

beautiful, natural, reportage shots
of your family and friends.

Having two photographers
also comes into its own when

We’ll stick around usually until

organising any group shots your

after the first dance, but we are

would like. We love group shots.

flexible, and if you have something

We will only do a few but we will do

special you want us to be there for,

them really well, something stylish

just let us know.

and different.
Finally, our biggest strength is
We also get you to schedule in half

what our brides and grooms say

an hour to your day to come with

about us after we have shared

us to capture some really great

their day with them. Whatever their

images of the two of you. This is a

reason for booking us, whether

really special time, the first time

it was the quality of the images,

as man and wife that you’ll get five

our awards and accreditation,

minutes to actually talk about how

our technical ability and first rate

it’s all going! We take you for a little

lights and equipment or our style

walk, give you a little space, but

and creativity. All our testimonials

also use our skill, experience and

always focus on how lovely it was

fantastic lights and equipment to

having us as part of their day and

capture something really special,

this is what we are most proud of

these are the pics that you will

at Lisa Gill Fine Art Weddings.

know are the important ones that
you really will treasure.
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THE PACKAGES
All of the packages we offer include:
•Y
 our own personal contact at Lisa Gill Fine Art Weddings
to go to for any queries or concerns about photography
(or anything else wedding related we can help with!)
•P
 re-Wedding shoot. A good opportunity for a bride and
groom to get used to what it is like to be photographed
as a couple, to get some hints and tips on how to look
amazing in your wedding photos but mostly to find out
what it is really going to be like on the day and to get to
spend some more time with us so that when it comes
to doing it for real, the bride and groom are relaxed and
happy and not uncomfortable. This will help us to get
some really great natural pictures.
•F
 ull day coverage, usually about 8 hours, but we can
be there as long as you need us. Bridal prep through
to first dance is most usual. After that you can let your
hair down.
•A
 slideshow after your meal so you get a first glimpse
at your pictures and your evening guests can see what
happened during the day.
•4
 00+ fully-edited images on a presentation disc
for you to keep and with full rights to print
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Your photos will be second to none.
To truly appreciate them there is nothing quite like
a fantastic quality, professionally designed album
to show them off. Albums are included in packages
Number Two and Three.

No. ONE £1895
The no-album package, includes everything
mentioned above.

No. TWO £2695
Number One, plus a 40 sides 12x12 inch coffee
table style albumwith fine art paper and a choice of
embossed leather covers.

No. THREE £3495
Number One, plus a beautiful handmade Loxley
Apertura 14x10 inch album with 30 sides and your
choice of embossed covers.
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www.lisagillphotography.com
enquiries@lisagillphotography.com

